SSC Minutes, 12/6/17

Meeting called to order at 4:05 by Michelle Rojas
Meeting took place in the office conference room.
Present: Michelle Rojas, Cheryl Connolly, Sue Gresch, Kerry Principi, Denise Williams, Ruth RadleStephens, Gina Juarez stopped in, but left to another meeting in C104.
Cheryl reported on DAC - Lida Gaines, CNS presented. Lida described what she had to go through to
come up with a menu-taking calorie counts into consideration. It was a good meeting. Nicole spoke of
feed back from her son. He wanted to have Taco Bell and McDonalds but then seriously wanted to
see more meat products when he goes through the line during his lunch-time.
Ruth spoke about LCAP and Profile of a Learner – There were a couple of activities, one that the staff
took earlier at a staff meeting.
She handed out the draft of LCAP Key Goals and Actions for 2017-2018 – (This was the one pager,
that since has to be updated.)
She spoke of a reduction in $6,319,528 in years 2019, 2020 & 2021 and how they came up with
them. New governor's budget is due out in January for 2019. (New budget is given in January).
Nicole agrees that the "leaf" describes exactly what skills are needed for the 12st century and likes
it. She works in high tech and these are the skills required.
The draft will be presented to the board and also the Silicon Valley Chamber of Commerce for input
before finalizing.
Denise went over our new accountability system - not only looks at academics but also at suspension
rate, EL progress, ELA & Math for all ethnic groups. Provided District info.
Ruth spoke of Socio-economic students out performing the non-economically disadvantaged students
at 3 schools and will study that data.
Ruth went over the strategic Plan Goals and what LCAP pays for like Science Camp.
Ruth stated that the demographer that the district uses has been eerily accurate within a few number
of students.
Advisory committees are revisiting closing a number of evergreen schools again.
BTSA has been cut from budget.
Minutes from last meeting approved. Gresch/Connolly.

	
  

